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El Paso. Tew, Xov. 5. Suit was
filed today by the government at So- -

coito, X. M., against the Victorio Land'
and Cattle Company to condemn several thousand acres of laud necessary
for the reservoir site incident to the
const ruclion of the Elephant Butte irrigation dam, which will reclaim
acres of land in the Rio Gralide
225,-(M)- 0

valley.
Vicit of Senate Irrigation Committee.
Carlsbad. X. M., Xov. 5. Information has just ben received that the senate committee on irrigation will visit
the Pecos valley and s pend the afternoon and evening of November 19th
here. This will be the last project visited by the committee in its tour of
inspection of irrigation projects in the
west. The Carlsbad project is one of
the first put into operation by the reclamation service. The committee is,
therefore, anxious to see what has already been accomplished by government reclamation. The city of Carlsbad and the Pecos Water Users' Association, whose shareholders are all
land owners under the. project, will
combine in entertaining the committee.
The work will be Inspected and the
water users will be given an opportunity to meet the senators and
furnish such information as the committee may want.
The government has thus far invested ?070,000 in the Carlsbad project
a;;ainst $340,000 spent on the Rio Hondo project in Chaves
county, and
$400,000 on the Engle project in the
Rio Grande valley. The allotment for
tie present fiscal year for Xew Mexico
is about $850,000 and the Carlsbad water users are anxious that part of that
will be used in extending the Carlsbad project in accordance with the
promise and contract of the government when it bought the project.

Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark has prepared the fol
lowing enlightening comparison of educatior.al statistics in New Mexico
and Arizona, taking the official statistics of It) OS as a basis, it being likely
that the statistics for this year when
completed in each Territory will make
an even better showing for Xew Mexico:
Range of ages in school census,
;
Xew Mexico,
Arizona
School population,
Xew Mexico
!i:;,N15; Arizona 34,299.
School enrollment. Xew Mexico 43,-- j
607; Arizona 2C,:H4.
High school enrollment, Xew Mexico 9X4; Arizona 709.
Average
daily attendance, Xew
Mexico 26,844: Arizona 16,326.
Xumber of high schools, Xew Mexico 13 (.3 or 4 years); Arizona S.
Number of teachers employed,
1,003; Arizona 643.
Average salary paid men, Xew Mexico $32.50; Arizona $99.50.
Average salary paid women, New
Mexico $51. 5S; Arizona $75.06.
Total receipts for school purposes,
Xew Mexico $SS3,4 15.05;
Arizona

5. Mine.
Steinheil
Xov.
Paris,
again took the stand today and the
presiding judge continued his merciless examination.
Muio. Steir.hcil
plainly snowed the effects cf the trying ordeal cf the last two days, but
.she responded bravely to the examination, Judge Devalles classes as a pure
invention the appearance yesterday of
Rene Collard, the actor, who claimed
he is implicated in the murder. Inquiry has established that he is a
crack-braineyouth, said the judge.
Mn.e. Steinheil was confronted with
various conflicting statements
and
finally gave way to an agenized Rood
of tears, when the judge pinned her
down with the proofs he had concealed the jewels she afterwards said had
been stolen. She turned back to fl.f
Ai 'ge and with crossed ar r.s and flash,
'nig eyes admitted she had dojie, so
justifying her action JifcWTmotherly
instinct of shielding her daughter
from the knowledge that the jewels
came from Lever.

$814,062.23.

Will

1

IS COMING WEST.

Stop at a Number of Important
Cities Will Explain Plans for
Federal Financial Measures.

Philadelphia, Pa., Xov. 5. Senator
Aldrich left Xew York this morning
on his long promised tour west, as
chairman of the monetary commission.
The journey will consume about two
weeks. The itinerary includes stops
at a number of important cities of the
middle west.

Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed today in the office of Territorial Secretary Xathan Jaffa by The Blooming-toInvestment Company cf Albuquer-

yesterday, Jud'-r- McFie atiiiounc-ethe decision in the case of the Max-weLand Grant Coinpa-nct a!., vs.
V. II.
and others, incolving
about jnnnu neves cf timber land on
th" Maxwell land grant near Raton,
which both of the larties are claiming
ai:d f ir which suit w;is brought here
for trial because of the disqualification id' Chief .lust ice W. .1. Mills. The
decision was in favor of the plaintiff
and to the effect Unit Harthtt did not
become the owner thereof by reason
of an attempted forfeiture of a contract known as the Osgood contract
by which the Maxwell Land Grant
Company had previously sold the timor land purchased by
ber on the
P.artlett, and distinctly informed H unlet t. that the timber was reserved from
his puroh-isof the land and did not
go with the hind. Bartlett. had gone
upon the land after attempting to forfeit this contract and began cutting
the timber thereon which belonged to
Osgood and bis assigns and this suit,
was hi ought to obtain an injunction
against. Bartlett's citiing the timber
on the land. The timber is valued at
Iku-iiet- t

$100,000.

Divorce Granted.
In the district court for Santa Fe
county, this forenoon, Judge McFi'e
Rranted a divorce to Mrs. J. E. Wor.d
of this city from .1. E. Wood, an em-- .
love of the local postoffice. No alimony had been asked in the petition
and none wan therefote granted.
Claims Against Mining Company.
Judge McFie was occupied all day
yesterday in the. district court for
Santa Fe county, in chambers, hearing
claims against The American Gold and
Copper Mining and Smelting Company
which is in the hands or Receiver E.
BHTLE-SIIP-J
A. Johnson. The only contest was over
a claim presented by E, A. Franklin,
G, Franklin, one of the
WOULD wife of AV.
of the company, for a large
block of slock. The claim was reject-- .
ed by the court upon the ground that
North Dakota Proves Herself the stock was invalid and void and
constituted no claim. A large numat the Head of Her
ber of other claim's' were allowed. The
'
Class.
property of the company, which is
near Bonanza, southern Santa
;
Fe county, will probably be sold.
MADE ENDURANCE TEST TODAY
t
San Juan District Court.
District court for San Juan county
will convene at Aztec on Monday and
Sailed Maximum of 22.25 and Judge John R. McFie, District
Clerk
Frank AV. Shearon and other court ofan Average of 2 1 .833 Knots
ficials as well as members of the bar
ri
p r nour
will leave tomorrow
forenoon, over
the Denver and Rio Grande railroal
Rockland, Maine, Nov. 5. The bat- ' for Aztec.
tleship Ncrth Dakota which yester- The Michael Koury Naturlization
the swiftest of
day l"'oved
Case.
ihe biS
hVmS ships in her. class in
is
"There
considerable
misinformah
th3 workldeveloping a maximum
2125 k!;0ts and an Bverage tion in regard to the Michael Koury
ot 21S33 n013. lott the harbor this naturalization case and I take this opportunity of referring to some of the
a
Cot-tera-

SMFIESf
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Rumor Without Foundation.
Washington, Nov. 5. Confidential
information from a source whose reliability cannot be questioned, this
afternoon makes it apparently absolutely certain that no tidings of any
mishap to Mr. Roosevelt have reached this country by any of the foreign
cables. This seems to establish the
fact that the rumor is without foundation.
Colonel Roosevelt's Plans.
' Washington, I). C, Nov. 5. Unless
the plans of the party are changed.
Colonel Roosevelt should now be on
Guas Iugishu plateau. He left Londiani
with several companions on October
20th, arriving at the Aldama ravine the
following day. The last word from his
immediate party was from Aldama ravine. It was planned to return to
Londiana in five weeks. The Cuas In- gishu plateau is a vast open plain in
the north of Kisumu province, and is
the hunting ground the visit to which
had ben eagerly anticipated by Colonel
Roosevelt.
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STINGING DEFEAT
E. AV. Dobson
que, Bernalillo count
is named as the New Mexico agent.
The incorporators and directors are:
JESSE JAMES JR.,
W. Dobson, 10 shares; Thos. K. D.
E.
SUED FOR DIVORCE
Maddison, 5 shares; Claude Hutto, 5 Zelaya's Force in Nicaragua
Have Estrada on
Jesse shares, all of Albuquerque. The capTimna Pitv Mn IVov
di
is
divided
into
$30,000,
James, Jr., son of the famous bandit vided into 300 shares.
the Run.
and bow living in this city, was made
Insurance Company Admitted.
the defendant in a divorce suit filed
The Southland Life Insurance Com- bv his wife vesterdav. Mrs. James al
FOUGHT
of Dallas, Tex., was admitted to BLOODY
leges indignities and declares that her l'an-do
business
Insurance
today by
husband has developed the habit of
cut late at nights and refus- - missioner Jobo Chaves. It is a new
Government Lost Fifteen Men
ing to tell where he has been. They company that commenced business on
March
with
27,
and
1909,
1900.
in
capital
married
Including General Castillo
They sepJanuary,
their four 11" of $300,000 cash,
last September,
Chammoreo.
District Court,
small children remaining with the j
In the district court for Torrance
mother. James formerly ran a cigar
Thursday,
Nicaragua,
Managua,
store here and then opened a pawn county the jury venires were drawn
debroker's shop. Later he took up the today by Jury Commissioners Fred-stud- y Nov. 4. The government troops
a
in
feated
revolutionists
the
sharp
cf criminal law and practiced erico Chaves, P, A. Speckman and' An-i- n
engagement today, many of General
the local courts. A few months be- - gus McGilvray.
followers
Estradas'
beirg kil'ed,
fore he married he was acquitted of
An Immense Flood.
or
wounded
The govern
captured.
The territorial engineer's office has
complicity in a Missouri Pacific train
ment lost fifteen men, including one
robbery east of this city after a sen completed the calculations of the b.ig
lour iturs endurance
rnRmin chammorm.
Fiesi
luuinujg ior
sational trial.
flood that came down the Canadian at;
test.
dent Zelaya.s f0rce8 attacked the reb-- j
.
Logan, Quay county, something like p, generali Fornos Diaz at Paso las
NATHAN JAFFA WOULD
ago. It was 150,200 sec- - Lajas, capturing that point. The reb-on- DRAMATIC
j two months
feet or within 20,000 feet of the el3 fled in the direction of Rama and
MAKE FINE EXECUTIVE.
estimate maue ny jtiyarograpner atew- - were pursued.
as the Day is Long," Says
art who had witnessed the flood. Some
CBURT ROOM "Honest
idea of the immense volume of the PROMINENT AND WEALTHY
Captain J. S. Lea to Washington Reporter.
noou may ue guinea oy comparison it
RANCHER GOES INSANE.
with the floods in the Rio Grande
AA"ashingtcn, Xov. 5. J. S. Lea of
Roswell, N. M., who was seen at the
which do not average more than 10,000. Special to the New Mexican.
Judge Priest Assaults Fellow National
hotel yesterday, said that alsecond feet.
N. M., Nov. 5. Newall
Las
Vegas,
Negroes Taken in Special
Saint
is a Democrat, he believes
at
he
Examination for Postoffice.
though
Attorney
of
rancher
southeast
a
Bedford,
living
Governor
that
An
examination
letter
for
From
carrier
Curry tried his best
Train
was today adjudged insane by
j Raton
Louis.
Gassaway
to give the Territory of New Mexico
and clerk in the postoffice will be held Chief Justice Mills and committed to
to Sutton.
a good administration.
g
at Santa Fe on December 8. Those the local asylum for the insane.
"If there are
against him,"
application blanks should ford is well known throughout norW HE IS
01SBABRE0 said Mr. Lea, charges
to
'I won't believe them
local
J.
the
Charles
a
man
of
Mexico
apply
ern New
Parsons,
being
NATIONAL GUARD PROTECTION
until they are conclusively proven to
wealth. He owns 900 acres of valu- secretary at the postoffice.
me.
matter to be GovIt is no
to
Land
considerable
able
j
land and possesses
Delegates
Congress.
'
Under Care of ernor of New easy
Mexico. The Territory-iGovernor Curry today appointed the live stock. He is seventy years of Injured Lawyer
The Chief Executive of West following delegates to the National age and a bachelor. A guardian has
full of the shrewdest politicians
Physician Since Episode
who are continuously scheming."
Farm Land Congress, in Chicago, be j been appointed to take charge of his
Occurred.
Virginia in Charge
askco wno ne would recommend as
The
hallucination with
ginning November 1G and continuing property.
Personally.
successor
to Governor Curry, Mr. Lea
which the man was suffering was the
five dars:
St. Loitis, Mo.. Nov. 5. H. S. Priest, sai,i:
to
was
idea
that
somebody
seeking
-D. J. McCanne. Fort Sumner; L. M.
former judge cf the United States dis- if i were a Republican I would
Gassaway, W. A7a., Nov. 4. Resi- - Disnev.
Fort 'Sumner: H. R Raker. murder him.
fined $300 today for point Nathan Jaffa, Curry's lieutenant
was
court,
dents of this town awoke this morning
Santa Fe Bonds Necessitate Trip.
Sunnyside. A. M. Hovei L s. Osborne,
a fellow attorney before governor. He is a highly respected
This afternoon Charles A. Spiess assaulting
to find that two negroes under arrest Carlsbad; Gale Talbot, AA'illiam Doo-idivision of the circuit citizen cf the Territory, and has the
Muench's
Judge
connection with a brutal assault on ley, Artesia; T. J. Molinari, Portales; left on a trip to New York where he court, yesterday. He was also dis- - confidence of everybody irrespective
A. B. goes on business connected with liti barred from
He Is as hon-i- a
Mrs. Albert Lockhold, near here on Chas- A- Scheurich, Clovis;
practicing in the division of pcltical conviction.
indebted-- !
B.
H.
Hening,a est as the day is long, and no one can
Albuquerque; gation caused by the bonded
until
which
row
the
AA'ednesday. had been taken from iail Stroup,
occurred,
ness of Santa Fe county. Spiess is at
say anything against him."
here placed abroad a special tram and Ralph C. Ely, Deming; Oscar Snow,
for Bird S. Coler and for Moore formal public apology is consummated,
'.torney
r
coun- as
known
is
"
i! Ken to uie cuumy jmsuu ai nuuon.
Priest
widely
Judge
and
of New York, who are holdCom- - REQUISITION ISSUED FOR
nrngham, Harry Kelly, D. T. Hoskins, ers Sly,
AV. Va.
Every precaution had been Rof a large number of the bonds. sel for the Waters Pierce Oil
E- - Twitchell, Geo..A. Fleming, East
FUGITIVES FROM ARIZONA.
.
pany, the United States Railways of
taken to guard the negroes from the
St. Louis and other large interests. He
mob.
When they left the jail they Las Vegas; J. D. Hand. Los Alamos; COLLEGE AUTHORITIES TO
M- - N- Mikesell,
Springer; George H.
Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 6 Governor
were surrounded by national guards- KEEP DOWN SOCIAL RIVALRY was arguina: a case on behalf of the
James L. Cowan,
Cimarron;,'
Webster,
j Traction
company yesterday,-- ' when Sloan Thursday signed a requisition
men, and deputy sheriffs, accompained
on the governor of Utah for Elias S.
Howell Ernest, Clayton,
by Governor Glasscock, members of Maxwell;
Chicago, Nov! 5. Fraternity rule John A. Gilliam, attorney, for certain
'
- his staff, and the mayor of Gassaway.
of the social life of Northwestern claim holders, challenged the accuracy iwiuuau auu maiaru a. anipp, cuarg'
The negroes will be given preliminary . Arrested for Turning Sheep Loose 'imtverRitv ami th wmeW.v- - arnln on of one of Judge Priest's statements, ed with having obtained $1,200 under
Roumaldo Vasquez was arrested in students to keep 'in the social lime Infuriated,' Judge Priest rushed at Gil- false pretenses from John W. Mattie
hearing today under military protec- d
ot Graham county for the alleged
- the
number
local
of
peoCapitan mountains for turning the light will be curbed through joint ac- - .liam and struck him with such force
tioivA large
orof
a
bananna
and
Pose
exploiting
for Sutton, but it is not be- sheep of Fritz Brinck loose. A war- tich of the university faculty and the that Gilliam fell over a chair, and has
vera
mexico.
ruz,
in
has
been
instia
been
further
fcr
of
is
care
a
iant
altfmnl
BimiIar;.offense
board
of
the
under
the
there
P'ojeit
fed that
physician mi
danger
fraternity
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SENATOR ALDRICH

Total expenditures for school purAriposes, Xew Mexico $539,964.05;
zona $811,473.08.
Total expenditure for territorial educational institution, New Mexico
$217,050.27; Arizona $152,934.81.
Cost of education per capita on ba
sis of school population, New Mexico
$5.75; Arizona $18.16. '
On enrollment, Xew Mexico $12.40;
Arizona $23.03.
On attendance, Xew Mexico $20.10;
Arizona $36.79.
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d

New-Mexic-

'
York, Xov. 5. Former PresiSavannah, (la., Nov. 3. President
h.is lost bis record as Taft slept, late today and delayed the
dent Ko.oM-vel- t
of sight seeing
being the highest, paid author in the program
arranged
world.
For the narative of his big nearly an hour. At two o'clock this
gar.ie hunt in Afiica it has been gen- afternoon he left for Charleston. An
erally understood that he was to re-- , hour's sail on the river on the n
a dollar a word, but a now j m-- t nite cutter Yamacraw, was the first
paratively new magazine announces , thing on the program. During the
r
that it has cot. traded to pay Com-- trip h. was saluted with the
Hoberl E. Peary, $1.20 a word ir.gton" guns of Savannah's famous
for a story of about 500.000 words military organization. The Chatham
concerning his adventures in seeking artillery guns are revolutionary relics
the North Pole.
and were presented to the artillery
A Wild Rumor.
at the time of General Washington's
Washington, Xov. 3. A rumor I hat visit to the city. The President was
former President Roosevelt had been then taken on a fast ride over the
killed on his hunting trip in Africa automobile course, the ride ending at
was afloat in Washington this morn- the Thunderbolt Casino, where lunching but a diligent search failed to dis- eon was served. On the way back, the
cover the slightest foundation for it. President passed before all the school
Inquiry from many parts of the children of the city. Mr. Taft made
country make it evident, that the rum- it happy speech at the banquet last
or i$ widespread. At the Smithsonian night. He made a big hit by referring
Institution not the slightest, word of to "Ty" Cobb, the famous batsman of
such fatality had been received. The the Detroit bail team as one of Georstate department would most likely gia's distinguished citizens. At one
be notified by its consular representa- time, during his speech, there were
tives in Africa, has received no such cries of "second term" and the old
Cleveland idyl of "four years more."
news.
The President amid laughter said he
There was no confirmation available
of the report that Roosevelt was killed. had heard the same expression from
another audience, in the District of
Every effort is being made to obtain Columbi?..
direct information of Mr. Roosevelt's
condition.
STATE OFFICIALS CANNOT
Report Discredited.
STOP WHISKY SHIPMENTS.
Xew York, Xov. 5. Reports that
l
Guthrie, Okla., Nov. 3. Judge
former President Roosevelt lost his
in the I'nited States district
life hunting in Africa are not credited court here reaffirmed his decision that
by close friends, nor could the report state offieials cannot, interfere with
be traced to any authentic source, interstate
commerce
shipments ct
Neither Douglas Robinson, brother-in- r
liquor before they have been deliv-laof Mr. Roosevelt, nor Lyman Ab- - ered to the consignees,
bott, editor of the Outlook, of which'
Mr. Roosevelt Is associate editor had
heard of any accident to Mr. Rooso-vel- t.
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Chicago, Nov. 5. Jack Johnson has
a new automobile. He returned here
yesterday from Detroit with it. It is
a wonderful blue and cream colored
machine and Johnson is as much
pleased with the purchase as a kid
with a little red wagon. Johnson
claims he can go seventy miles an
hour "Mcsany where." "I've been
fined in nearly every town I've been
in for speeding," he remarked, with
mingled pathos and pride in his tone.
"An I don' think it's right. I've never
hurt anybody yet."
Johnson's expansive smile was the chief response
when a statement credited to Jeffries
that he could stop Johnson in six
rounds, was repeated to him. "May
he the bout will end in six rounds,"
he said, "but Jeffries has picked the
wrong man as winner."
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with all cash purchases.

Grocery Co.

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

No. 40

Telephone

CAUL AJID SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry Silverware,

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
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NOVEMBER.
(By Cortrude liiooke Hamilton.)
Low in tin' west a ball of sullen fire
Fades from the sky:
Southward, like thoughts of winged
Two lost

100

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND.

SATISFACTORILY

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

&

DONE.

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
FRANK F. UUMIVILtY .General
Meichandiee
Phone Black
N. M.

436 Canon Road
19

SANTA FE.

WOOD
Telephone 85
WHOLESALE
RETAIL

Screened Raton Lump.
Screened Monero Lump,
Screened Cerrilios Lump,

$4.50 per Ten
$5.25 per Ten
$6.09 per Ton

hi

from the heavens some vague

despair

Creeps like a pall;
(iray licur.ds the world then every
where
White snowilaNes fall!
Everybody's
Held for Passing Worthless Paper
W. F. flibbs, a young auctioneer,
was lined $"0 and costs, at Roswell for
passing a worthless check.
Miss
Wedding at Albuquerque
Grace McBride and Richard Wolfe
were married by Rev. Hugh A. Cooper
of the Presbyterian church at Albuquerque on Wednesday evening.
Another $50,000 Land Deal Waller
S. McCloud of Maxwell hass old a tract
of 10,500 acres near Maxwell to F. C.
Edwards of Kansas Citq, at $3.50 an
acre.
Burglarized for Third Time The
house of Fred Perkins of Albuquerque,
was entered for the third time by burglars night before last. The intruder
secured no booty.
Cimarron Couple Married E. II.
Fisher and Miss Daisy Wright of Cimarron, were married at Albuquerque.
Mr. Fisher is a well known civil engineer who frequently visits Santa Fe.
Death cf Aged Father At the age
of St years. Rev. Galtano
Voniere,
died yesterday at the Jesuit College
at Las Vegas. He was a native of
Sorrento, Italy, and a tailor by trade.
Election for School Bonds Roswell
will hold an election to vote on a proposed issue of $2S,C0i) school bonds.
The board has $7,000 on hand and it
is proposed to erect a $;J5,000 school
house.
Fell Into Areaway Policeman Conrad Dennis at Las Vegas, night before
last while patrolling a dark alley, fall
down a nine foot areaway and was
stunned. He escaped, however, without serious injury.
Woman Scares Burglar Away With
Gun A burglar entered the feed store
of Charles Honeyfleld at Raton this
week but was frightened away by Mrs.
Honeyfleld, who appeared upon the
scene with a gun in her hand.
Clpyjs Chamber of Commerce Elects
Officers The Clovjs Chamber
of
Cotnmerce has elected the following
Officers for the ensuing year; J, Foster Scott, president; B. D. Oldham,
first vice president; M, Uoyle, second
vice president; R. A. Bayne, secretary; E. R. Hart, treasurer.
Train Porter Arrested For Theft-Cha- rles
Edwards, a Santa Fe train
porter running between Albuquerque
and Las Vegas with home in the former city, was arrested in Las Vegas
yesterday on the complaint of James
Edison, a passenger en route east from
California, on the charge of having
taken a small gold watch, a locket
and 55 cents of money from a handbag
carried by Mrs. Edison. Edwards denies the accusation.
Hyer - Pleased With School "And
now a proud day has come for us. We
are growing. On November 2d we will
drop off our swaddling clothes and become a real live, progressive, self-rspecting community. We will have a
school of our own. No one can realize
the feelings of
that come
to a community that is about to install its first school, so much as the
community that has been without a
school for some time. Last Monday
County Superintendent Conway opened
the school at Hyer. From there he
drove down to see and confer with the
directors of the Fairview district, and
incidentally he dined with Mr. and
Mrs. E. G. Dunning. So well pleased
was he with the outlook here that he
has promised to open a school for us
self-respe-

Incorporated 1903

SEUGIN

BROS. COMPANY.

Inslaittly

It:' t a little

Koiulon's mirest
T:l!v, pinched from the sani
tary tube, smiffcd intot! e nostrils relieves.
soothes a:ul
the affected membrane,
whie'i, raw ur ii.llamed, brings m latarrhal
headache

c atnrrhal

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

WE HAVE THEM

Do not mistake iV nrfimat'r. .mt:rpr'. coolnip and
purest :r .1 s:if(-i- t rrmr.h- f. r v;uiri:t dcucl.es.
sprays or siiurW, vh eh
l.;t i..f i;"t
is so
ck:.!i !iu pure Iliat it is e:i pleasant to
fur this

KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

pN'itsant.

Free Sample

1od;iy, or a k jour iruj:i::t
or doctor. I Ik'' will r
d
a 25c ur 50c tube localise it cures oonrains no
harmful drug, and is sold

PRICES
FROM

under our positive cuarantte.

I

Kondon Mfg.
Company

fe IP"1

FnSsI

Pi

$4.00

S6.00

EVERY SUIT'
GUARANTEED

1

If you wantCa gocd pair of
the boy try a pair of

Minneapolis, Minn.

Sh;es-fo- r

BULL'S EYE or

BUSTER EROWN Make
will
wear and cost you no
They
more than other makes.

the first Monday in November if he
has to do it on the prairie. But Martin
Dunning's adobe house will be loaned
for a real school house, so when Mr.
Conway comes down to open school for
use we hope that he will like the arrangements provided. County ComMr.
missioner Sparks accompanied
Con way. "- Index.

CALL AND SEE THEM
PO Box

FOR

219.

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone 36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

jMr ue.ie.UM

i

ta

A

I

HOUSE

San Antonio, Tex.. Nov.

5.

The

Trans-Mississip-

TRY OUR

Alfa ha
Also Good lot Chickens

"Wholesale and

Retail Dealers in
Gran, Potatoes,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
ESI

St. Michael's College

perintendent.

Superintendent.

LEO HERSCH

Salt antl Seeds

deem sufficient. Delivery of all supplies must be as directed by the su-

Six months supply of beef, corned
beef, sausage, flour, sugar, coffee and
sundry groceries; oats, corn, bran and
alfalfa; clothing and miscellaneous
dry goods; leather; hardware; oils
and greases; butter and eggs, in accordance with specifications and conditions on blank proposals, which will
be furnished by the superintendent upon application.
Bids
otherwise
made will net be considered and the
board reserves the right to reject any
and all bids or parts thereof.
By order cf the board of penitentiary commissioners.
J. W. RAYNOLDS,

FOR

International Stock Food
Flour, Hay,

BIDS,

Sealed proposals will be received
by the board of penitentiary commissioners at the office of the superintendent, untiflO o'clock a. m., December 3d, 1909, for furnishing and delivering at the New Mexico penitentiary
the supplies hereinafter mentioned, cr
so much thereof as tlie board may

Ground

SOLE AGENTS

n

PENITENTIARY

THE CITY.

Yo-

kohama Chamber of Commerce has accepted an invitation to send delegates
to the meeting of the
Commerce to be held in this city
in October 1910. H. P. Wood, the special commissioner of the congress, says
that the San Antonio convention, will
not only be
but practically international. While Yokohama
is one of the first large foreign cities
to signify its intention to participate
there is no doubt that hundreds of others will follow her example.

Santa Fe,

IN

CONGRESS.

TRANS-MISSISSIP-

Santa Fe, New Mexico
DIRECTED
BY THE

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

COllim COMMERCIAL LITERARY
& SCIENTIFIC
Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Depaitmtnts
3 BOAR DING and DAY.STUC ENTS.

Sendfor Prospectus
Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

N. M., Nov. 3, 1909.

PILES CJR1D JN 6 TO 14 DAYS
PAZO OINTMKNT i KiinrantPeci to cure
any ease of 1 telling. Blind Klerding or
g files in 6 to 14 days or money rePro-trucl-

funded.

FIRST CLASS

FO

FRESH EGGS

MILK

Agent.

Established 1856.

Headache
Relieved

ids fly.

CAPITAL

MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

1909.

Your Catarrhal

Beware of Ointment for Catarrh That
Anthracite Coal all Sizes. Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Contain Mercury,
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
as mercury will surely destroy the
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
COAL YARD
sense of smell and completely derange
Naar A., T. & S. F. Capot
the whole system when entering it
through the mucous surface. Such articles should never be used except on
prescriptions from reputable physiBOARDING
EXCHANGE
cians, as the damage they will do is
ten fold to the good you can possibly
LAUNDRY
:
:
HOUSE
derive from them. Hall's Catarrh
WORK
S. E. CorLer, Piaza.
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney &
Meals 35c. Board by week $0.00
Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
Send Your laond'y to the
and is taken interuaiiy, acting directMrs Willey, Prop.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
ly upon the blood and mucous surface
of the system. In buying Hall's Catarrh
at Albuquerque.
Cure be sure you get the genuine. It
Basket leaves Tueiday,
is taken internally and made in Tole(Returns Friday.
do, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. TestiAGENCY for Santa Fe at Kerr monials free.
&
Sold by druggists.
BarberShop;
Price, 75c per
bottle.
No
112
140
O.
F.
Red
Phone No
Telephone
BROWN,
Take Hall's Family Pills for

CREAM

5,

PHflH!

Dniiim

desire.

Bobolink

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

Red

50c.

OUR GUARANTI--

Ask tour Wife I
About a (fame
her

home n oie confortable,
Nearly
every
money saver
and shewlll helpjou wonderfully
to pay for a liorre,

attractive and pleasant
won an is a

isir- -

Rent Money
Will

Do

a very desirWe will cll
able hon e on jru
payor ents which
rent money will o ake
jour
I'on't wait. Begin now paying
for your home.
LET US KXPTAIN OUR
CONTRACT JOR OHKAP MONEY.
GEO. M. KINSELL

294

MB

A.

XwsWP

one-thir-

without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard
coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee

every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.

San Francisco St.

D. M. HOOVER & SON
Builders and Contractors
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Furnished on short notice '
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

d
We guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
mae'e with same size flrepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning

1.

Woman living in ron- C
.vc.ijr ttd property li ngg to
get into a home of her own
There are hundreds of thirgs
she would like to do to n ske

cwn

E

Phone
No 14

w oodDavi C

Phone
No 14

HARDWARE CO.

T

ZookVBeiuoit-- , Witch

Maeland Almond Cream

Try For Stmbums9 Chapped Hands Lips and Face
Pfepatei 7 A A?
PP A 1? M A f 7
PHONE NO 218

0

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

5,

1909.
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TIME TABLE OF
LOCAL TRAINS

EVER WATCHFUL
A

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Train leaves for the north at 10:13

a in.
Tmiu arrives from the north at

Little Care

Save Many San
Fe Readers Future Trouble,
Watch the kidney secretions.
See that they have the amber hue

WATER SUPPLY

cf health;

4

The discharges not excessive or infrequent ;
New Mexico Central.
Contain no 'brick-dus- t
like" sedi- Investigation by United States
Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:43.
ment.
Geological Survey in
Tim in arrives at Santa to at o:zo.
Doan's Kidney Pills will do this for
Portales Valley.
Santa Fe Railroad.
you.
Leave Santa Fe S:25 to connect
They watch the kidneys and cure
"i(h Nos. 10 and 2 from the south and them when they're sick.
IT
IS NOTlNEXHflUST!BLE
west, and No. 3 frcm the east at Lamy
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo Street,
J motion.
Fe. N. M says: "I deem it a
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
pleasure to corroborate the public ;
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect statement I gave in favor of Doan's Through County of Roosevelt
v i t h No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m
Kidney Pills abcut seven years ago.
Passes a Channel Matte bv
Leaves Santa Fe 7:20 to connect I found them to be an excellent rem .1
Stream at One Time.
with 7 and 9 from the east and 4 and edy and I have never hesitated to
from the west. Arrives 11:10 p. m.
vouch for their merit since then when
i ne i nma Mates
an opportunity has presented itseii.
geological survey
For two years I was in bad shape from has recntly made an investigation of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
backache and kidney trouble and the underground water in the Portales
Serial 03904.
when Doan's Kidney
Pills were valley. New Mexico, to ascertain the
Not Coal Land.
to my notice, I resolved to possibilities of utilizing ii for irriga-trbrought
Department of the Interior.
them. I prccured a box at Strip-- ; t ion. This valley is located in the east-linU. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
Burrows & Co.'s drug stor? and j contrail part of the territory, in the
Oetoher 4, 1909.
they not only drove away the back- - semi-aribelt, where considerable
Notice is hereby given that Bernar- ache, but regulated the passages of j success has
been attained bv drv farm-thdo Martinez, of Pecos, New Mexico,
kidney secretions and toned up ins methods bm whm, th(, projuc.
who, on October 5, 1904, made Home- my entire system. When my baekjtivjtv flf ,(, sni,
stead Entry (Serial 03904), No. 8105, has bothered me during the ast two increased if water could be i,,rTlaiv
artificially
NK
for W
and E 2 NW
and a half years, I have at once tak- applied.
17 N,
Section 21, Township
Range en Doan's Kidney Pills and they have
The physiography of the valley is
i'I E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed never failed to bring the desired reIt is approximately SO miles
peculiar.
five
to
lief."
notice of intention
make final
10 miles wide and is depressand
long
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
year proof, to establish claim to the
below the high
Co., Buffalo, ed several hundred feet
land above described, before the Reg- cents. Foster-Milburister or Receiver of the U. S. Land New York, sole agents for the L'nited plainsa of the surrounding region. It
has
southeasterly trend and slopes
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on States.
Remember the name Doan's and with a slight gradient, in this direction.
the ISth day of November, 1909.
Ot is upper end it opens into the valtake no other.
Claimant names as witnesses:
ley of the Pecos river, terminating as
Apol-otiiManuel
Sandoval,
Rival,
terrace
a
that stream. At
Notice for Publication.
Martinez, Simon ViveVash, all of
of
miles
several
intervals
there are-sal-t
No.
Mexico.
02C7.)
(Homestead Entry
Pecos, New
ca
the
side of
east
and
basins,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Department of the Interior,
a
of
is
basins
each
these
M
prominent
Office
N.
at
S.
U.
Land
Santa Fe,
Register.
November 1. 1909. natural dam composed of clay and
Notice is hereby given that Laura callable of completely obstructing the
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Chase Allen, of Santa Fe, New Mexico, surface waters even in times of the
Connection made wttn AutomohlU
was eviwho, on July 13, 1!)08, made Home- heaviest rainfall. This valley
line at Torrance for Roswell daily stead
like
excavated
by a stream,
dently
No.
of
SE.
for
02G7,
Entry
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros SE.
cross
which
the
other
the
valleys
N
NE.
and
of Sec. 3, and
well at 4 a. m and arrives at Rosweli
NR.
of Section 10, Town- groat plains; through it passes a chanSVl.
at 12. noon. Automobile leaves Ros
nel obviously made and at one time
1G N. Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meriwell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar ship
occupied
by a stream; in it are found
to
intention
notice
filed
of
has
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. Tht dian,
terraces
with perfectly
esdeveloped
proof, to
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance make final commutation
to the land above de- potholes and other features produced
claim
tablish
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
water. Today no stream
by
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto scribed, before Register or Receiver. flowsrunning
this valley nor has any
New
through
V.
at
S.
Land
Santa
Office,
Fe,
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard
flowed through it since the formation
1th
of
cn
the
December,
day
Mexico,
manager, Automobile Line.
of the natural dams. The erosive pro-1909.
cesses now going on could never pro-- '
Claimant names as witnesses:
the existing
physiographic
S.
Geo.
A.
CHIEF
Chas.
SUPPORT
THE
Tweedy, duce
Siringo,
Mrs. Minnie H. Byrd, Mrs. Katherine features. The tributaries of the Pecos
are at present actively encroaching on
Patterson, of Santa Fe, N. M.
the Portales valley and it seems prob-- !
MANUEL R. OTERO,
j able that arroyas which once discharg-- j
Register.
j ed
through the valley have been di-- j
verted by some. agency so that they
Notice for Publication.
now drain into the Pecos. This may
Homestead Entry (Serial 0:5907) No. account, at least in part, for the disa-8111.
pearance of even an intermittent!
iKi
Department of the Interior,
stream
in the Portales valley. Since
IT. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
j the stream
has vanished the salt ba-- j
October 27. 1909.
been excavated to the
have
sins
Notice is hereby given that Manuel ground-wate- r
level and the clay dams!
Martinez y Ltijan, of Cowsprings, N. have been thrown up
chiefly through
M
who, on October 11, 1904, made the action or the wind, which is preNo.
03907)
Homestead Entry (Serial
vailingly from the west.
(SW
of our extensive business art1, 8111, for southwest quarter,
Possibility of Obtaining Water.
3, Township 14 N., Range 11
the quality of the L imber we Section
Certain conditions existing in this
notice
filed
has
P.
M.
N.
Meridian,
favorable to the
sell, and ttie reasonab'e prices E.,
to make final five year valley are peculiarly
.
for it. We have built up of intention
v3
oi
mue.g.ouuu
land
the
to
claim
to
establish
proof,
lie near the surface
oar traie on honest lines, to above
described .before the Register Porous materials
and
are underlain by impervious clays.
wa
are still adhering,
which
t .nnH office, at San- s
t;
Tnu,ar
we gu .raatse e 'ery foot of ta Fe, New Mexico, on the 8th day of, 111 llle IOWsl l)ori;on 01
lue&e ijuiuus njaieiiaia ui e aaLuiaLen
Liaise- we sell to be just as December, 1909.
with water nearly to the top, and thi3'
of
it
piece
Claimant names as witnesses:
represented
water is freely given up to shallow and
d
a
Jose
Luis
seasoopd
Martinez,
is thoroughly
Juan Martinez,
wells and can be lifted to
,
inexpensive
f r e from all imperfections. Maria Apodaca, Jose Angel, all of
at relatively small cost.
the
surface
New Mexico.
prices are satisfactory
the
Moreover,
drainage in the past and
MANUEL R. OTERO,
underflow at present have largely
the
Register.
prevented the accumulation of a'ka- ; lies In the soil
a difficulty commonly
diencountered in the shallow-wate- r
stricts of arid regions. Although there
is an excess of alkalies in the imme- diate vicinity of the salt basins, most
T...1 I
).r.Tlnn. " ...nf.
In?
j.. LUT; &11U11U
UL .l,n
UTi
ILIV JjVH 111
ITT OF
is of excellent quality. A further advantage lies in the regular
AND
which makes it easy to lead the water
over the land.
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
A consideration of all the factors involved points to the conclusion that
under favorable conditions water can
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
be profitably pumped for irrigation,
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
but that where the water is at considerable depth, where the power is exCollege courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
pensive or is wastefully applied, or
where any other conditions are unfavEco
Household
and
it
and Electrical
Engineering
orable the expense of pumping may be
greater than the value of the crops
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculthat can be grown with the water.
a
four year preparatory
ture, coarses in Stenography, and
In a test made at Portales a well 90
feet
are
deep was pumped at the rate of
and
low
there
are
many
opportunities
course. Expenses
3G0 gallons a minute by means of a
for self support.
.
centrifugal pump operated b y a gaso
line engine. The water here normally
President'
Por Catalogue and further information, address the
feet below the surface,
stands 1G
but pumping lowered it to 28 feet. In
.
this test a quantity of gasoline costing
N.
approximately $3.50 was consumed in
Mex.
Agricultural College,
bringing to the surface one acre-foo- t
of water that is, enough water to
cover an acre to a depth of a foot.
This was a fair test for an ordinary
ROSWELL-TORRANC- E
small pumping plant, but with the
most economical machinery and fuel
the cost could perhaps be materially
U. S. MAIL AND PA SSENGER ROUTE.
reduced.
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Savin
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
over 30 house betweer
Passengers
Toledo,
Buick,
the
Valley's Water Supply Limited.
for
Pope
Agents
these points over any other route
A popular opinion prevails that the
nd Kissel Automobiles.
Full equipment of modern Cars li
Shortest route between Roswell and service securing comfort to passen supply of underground water is inexto
and
haustible, but this belief is erroneous.
El Paso
the Pecos Valley
gers. Courteous and expert Chauf The
In
the
all
quantity of water now stored in
and
points
Santa Fe
feurs in charge of every car. Seat
Valley and western New Mex- reserver on Auto by applying to the ground is sufficient to irrigate thoroughly the entire valley for only a few
ico.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros years. Moreover, the removal of any
considerable portion of this under1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for veil, New Mexico.
store will lower the water
E0
lbs.
allowance
fil Paso and all points on Rock Island
Baggage
Anj ground
to
level
such an extent that the cost of
amount of baggage can be carrie
Railway.
will become a formidable barpumping
m.
Roswell.
arrlv6:00
a.
at
at
by notifying Company
Leave Torrance
rier to the utilization of the remaining
portion.
A wise and
policy will

l.

in.

j
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acre-fee-
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ELAMES IT ALL ON
OTHER MAN'S WIFE.
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Cow-springs-
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Charles W. Dudrow

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

1

I

MECHANIC ARTS

ivil

1-- 2

W.

Garrison,

AUTOMOBILE

a

,

J. W. STOCKARD, managzr

d

Through Academic course, preparing young

v

men for college or for
iife. Great
amount of open a!r work. Healthlets location
of any Military School In the Uulon. Located
bu-in-

H

--

77
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ti4.t..'

the beautiful I'hcj Va':!ey the garden
spot of the Wen at an e'evaiion of 3.700
feet above ea level, sunshine every day. Out
lute rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates trom siar dard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heatod, lighted
and modern lp all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cannon. President; W
Vice President; J. Phelps White,
(, Hatnlltod,
Treasure,-- ; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. IAS. W. WILLSOK,
n
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Parts of the World.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don Caspar Avenao

MAKING LIFE HARD
FOR THE HOBO.
San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 5. In order
to make itinerant hoboism less agreeable in these parts and to better aid
deserving poor, the charity organizations in the larger Texas cities have
decided to keep each other posted on
the identity of the traveling mendicant. The cities that, have so far combined for this purpose are San Antonio, Fort Worth, Oallas, El Paso and
Texarkana. It is believed, however,
that in a very short time these will
be joined by all the others.
In addition to discouraging the male
and female tramps and panhandlers
who have proven a great pest during
the winter season the charity organizations in the cities named have an
agreement according to which aid
given by one to a charge of the other

OUR MOTTO;

CHAS. CLOSS
To have the Best of Everything In Our Line

A. F.

SPIEQELBEH,
Indian
and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Oiher Goms.

527 San Francisco St.

service

A1TT

UN

I

.

SMALL RAILROAD TO BE
GOBBLED BY SOUTHERN PACIFIC
San Antonio, Tex., Nov.: 5. It is understood that the Southern Pacific will
in the near future take over the aper-atio- n
of the Crystal City & Uvalde
railroad. The point of connection of
the two roads is Uvalde.

Proortctor.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable T&roaghiat tht Uait;i States. Caiaia. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

pretenses.

in

i

General Express Forwarders

j

be reciprocated either

address:

iVells Fargo & Company
Expresi

j

will

matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright
Disease of the Kidneys. Syphilitic
and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
per month.
Stage meets Denver
traias and waits for Santa Fe train
upon request. This resort is attractive at all seasous and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Calient
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., tht
same day. For further particulars

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Thomas, a young Yale m aduate and
one of the heirs to a $l,75o.OOO estate j
in Bay City'. Mich., has been brought
to St. Louis in the custody of Kansas
City detectives to answer a charge of
passing worthless chocks at the South
ern hotel.
j
Thomas is 23 years eld and is re-- ;
puted to be the son of the late 11. 11.
founder of the
Thomas, millionaire
Ajax Dynamite Company of Ray City.
His companion was a beautiful brunette woman, 23 years eld, accompanying him as his wife, who was declared
by the police to be Mrs. Belle Chat-fielwife of a Seattle business man
and daughter-in-laof C. H. Chatfield
millionaire man of Bay City. They
were arrested in the Gladstone hotel,
Kansas City, through the detective!
work of A. J. Osborne, clerk of the
Southern hotel, who found himself
under the duty of running down the
sen of a man and woman who had
once been his intimate friends.
Thomas declares that the $100
check cashed at tne Southern hotel
and other checks and drafts which he
is accused of passing, were good, and
should have been honored by the bank
and the Ajax Dynamite Company of
Bay City, on which they were drawn.
"I have money cf my own in the
bank there, amounting to $575," he
said, "as my bank book will show. I
believe that my stepmother, who is
the administratrix of my father's es-- j
tate ordered my checks refused be-- i
cause it became known that I was
traveling about with another woman."
Mrs. Chatfield, who is said to have
admitted her identity to the Kansas
City police, was released in that city.
as it is now believed she had no hand
in passing the checks with
Thomas financed their trip. A warrant was issued against Thomas,
charging obtaining money under false

or coin of the real.
This city now has a bill of $5 against
Fort Worth for aid rendered one of
the fire victims of the conflagration
that swept over a part of Fort Worth
last March.

the richest alkalin Hot Springs In tht
world. The efficiency of these watert
has been thoroughly tested by tbt
miraculous cures attested to in tht
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu-

o

!

j

CALlEflTE HOT SPRINGS.

These celebrated Hot Springs are
'ocated in the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-incStation, on the Denver and Rio
3rande Railroad, from which point a
daily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters is
trom 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the entire
year round. There Is now a commod-lou- c
hotel for the convenience of invalids and tourists. People suffeing
trom consumption, cancer, and other
sjntagious diseases, are not accepted.
'Tiese waters contain 1,626.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being

St. Louis, Nov. h. Alleging that his
arrest was due to his infatuation for
the wife of another man. James P.

i
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Millionaire's Son Hits the High Places
and Comes to Trouble in Passing Fraudulent Checks.
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Aruiv Officer IirUiied by War Department.
Army Inspector-- . RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
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New Mexico Military Institute'
"Tht Weil Point

The source of the water of the Por-- !
tales valley iH the precipitation that
falls in the valley and upon the adjacent, hi'jh plains, which drain into the
valley through surface channels or subterranean passages. The precipitation
of light showers may all evaporate,
but an important, though indeterminable portion of the moisture of the
heavier rains collects and percolates!
through the porous soil to the groundwater level. No water reaches the
Portales valley from the mountains
nor from any of the high areas west of
Pecos. There is no
from the!
valley, but a certain amount of loss
results from underflow and from evaporation in the salt basins. The factors
involved in the problem are so complicated that the net an mint of water annually available can be estimated only
in the most general manner: but it is
safe to expect that this amount is at
least lit, out) acre feet. More probably
it will he found to be several tens of
thousands of
which, advant-- j
ageous'y used, should add a good many
hundred thousand dollars annually to!
the value of the products of the soil,
This resource should be developed,
but the development should proceed,
along conservative lines and with full'
cognizance of the inherent limitations
that are involved.
During the coming year O. K. Mein- zer, who made the investigation fori
the geological survey, will prepare a!
report on the subject in which all the
problems relating to the underground!
water in the region will be more fully

j
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reservoir ?"

'

over-lookin-

f

look, not to the rapid exploitation of
the water now st;;red in the earth, but
rather to the recovery and use each
year of he annual increment to this
store wiihout seriously depleting the
present, supply or greatly lowering the
present water level. The crucial questions, therefore, are, "What are the intimate sources of the underground water?" a ml "How much water is con
tributed each year to the underground
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White Goods

Ever shown in this city,
op
very
latest and newist patterns and the
designs
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.
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AND
ARIZONA
SCHOOLS.
Those who groan because the New
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
Mexico tax rate is liih and forget!
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES- that the assessment rate is correspond
t.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasureingly low, may be surprised to hear
that Arizona spends three times as
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
much per capita for education than
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mall
does New Mexico. New Mexico's ex25
Daily per week by carrier
2 00
eek!y'
per
year
penditure per capita is $5.75. that of
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
1.00 Arizona $18.1(i; New Mexico's expense
65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
75
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
per pupil enrolled is $12.40, that of Arizona
05; New Mexico's expense
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
per pupil in attendance each day is
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to $20.10 per year while that of Arizona
every posteffi:;; in the Territory, and has a large anJ growing circulation is 3(J.T9.
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
New Mexico's school population ac-
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Attorney-at-Law-

New Mexico
E. C. ABBOTT,

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1070
Capital Stock,
$150,000
Undivided
and
Profits,
Surplus
75,000
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and

93,-81-

.

Santa F
-

cording to the census of 190S, was
while that of Arizona was 34,299,
which would indicate that New Mexico's population is nearly three limes
that of Arizona. The enrollment in
New Mexico's schools was 43, CO", in
Arizona's schools 20,31 4. New Mexico's high schol enrollment was 9S4
and that of Arizona 709; the average
daily attendance of New Mexico's
schools was 20,844, that of Arizona 10,-SO
New Mexico had 15 high schools
and Arizona H. New Mexico employed
1,005 teachers and Arizona 045. The
average salary paid men teachers in
New Mexico was $52.50, in Arizona
$99.50; women teachers in New Mexico $51.58 and in Arizona $75.00.
New Mexico's total receipts for
school purposes were $585,445.05, of
Arizona $814,002.25; New Mexico's expenditures were $539,901.05, Arizona's

Carii 0

stocks in all mirkets for, its customers.

Buys and sells

Attorney-at-Law-

.

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given 10 all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
RENEHAN

&

A. B. Renehan,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

DAVIES.
t. P. Davlet,

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
;
...
Santa Fa
New Mexico

domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
MODEL CONSTITUTION.
PROGRESS OF IRRIGATION.
CHARLES F. EA8LEY,
of money tr all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
Unic
While
of
the
Constitution
the
(Late Surveyor General) ,
Few people can form any concepAttorney-at-La3
as are given by any money transmiting agency publu or
tion of the latent wealth represented ted States is held up as a model for
Land and Mining business a spestate
the
the
future
of
constitution
js
by the flowing waters of New Mexico.
private. Int2rest allowed on time dspasits at the rate of three
cialty.
a
Mexico, the former in its
cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
Santa F
Some years ago, the limit of land that fof x'-'New Mexico
p2r
.
.
,
present shape is by no means a pera
.New
Mexico
was
in
on
advances
made
of
and
livestock
jated
consignments
products.
feet document. It is in need of some
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
s l he bank executes all orders of its
set at a quarter million acres; today revision right now and it is a model
patrons in the banking line,
Attorneys-at-Law- .
the limit is set at three million acres, only in that it confines itself mostly
Practic in the Distriot Courts as
3 and asms to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
to that which should be reserved for
well as before the Supreme Court ot
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- although only :i(i0,ooo acres are under
a fundamental law rather than a
the
A
few
from
cultivation.
actual
years
i.ig. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the 3 Las Territory.
model in substance. There are many
Cruces
New Mexico
5
exnow, the limit may be still furl her
subjects that, would come before a
public is respecflly solicited.
2
tended, for each day the world is constitutional convention for the UniH. M. DOUGHERTY,
i3au ,tj UTXinnc
learning better how to economize and ted States were one to be held today.
Attorney-at-Law-.
how to use water over and over again Says Henry Litchfield West in the
Practices in the Supreme and Disfor power and for irrigation.
November Forum:
trict Courts of the. Territory. Office:
In an address before the last NaSocorro
New Mexico
"The electoral college as it now extional Irrigation Congress, Prof. F. H. ists would unquestionably be abolish- WILLIAM McKEAN,
Newell stated that in the seven years ed. The plan of the framers of the $811,473.08; the greater
expenditure
.
Attorney-at-Lawsince the passage of the reclamation Constitution has,-ifact, been abso-ac- t by Arizona being caused almost enMining and Land Law.
perverted, and the people have tirely by the higher salaries paid
irrigation ditches have been
Taos
New Mexico
strucled to water about 700,000 acres adonted what Mr. Woodrow Wilson teachers. New Mexico spent for its
of land. Me added:
aptly denominates "a serviceable territorial
ESSESEii3BKSS!Sfc8
educational
institutions
ex- NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
"This result of adding to the pro- framework of fiction" in order to
$217,050.27, while Arizona expended
C. J. Roberta,
G. Northcutt,
ercise
their
in
function
Jesse
the
proper
Taken altogether, the
ductive, area of the country and the (lection of the President and Vice $152,954.81.
Attorneys-at-Law- .
WLUsLAM VAUGHN pROP,
building up of the highest type of President.
is quite favorable to New
Offices: Raton, N. M., and TriniIt is
too, that comparison
citizenship is brought about by the ex- there would be a possible, in the time Mexico, considering that as good reColora&o.
dad,
change
One
in
penditure of p. fund not created by di- of the meeting of Congress. Under sults are attained in this territory
rect taxation nor taken from the pockwith
of the per capita exthe
G. W. PRICHARD,
system, a Representative
Cuisire and
L?rge Simple
ets of other farmers. The fund is de- cbos( present
.1 in
November may net be call- - penditure in Arizc:;a.
and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Attorney
Table
ComService
Room
for
rived from the proceeds of the disin
all the District Courts
i.uon to take his seat in Congress!
Practices
Utiex
mercial Travelers
The Albuquerque Citizen-Tribun- e
of
posal of public lands acquired a cen- urtU more than a year after his elec-and gives special attention to cases
tury or less ago and which have been Hon. There is a very general opinion
"hiesday evening dated its issue
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENU 3
considered almost valueless. These that this hiatus should be removed Thursday, 10000, just 17,100 years and
Office: Laughlin Bile Santa Fe, N. M.
funds are expended in the construc- for reasons which are obvious. An- 1 day ahead of time. The practice oi
tion of reservoirs and canals, the wa- - other popular change wou-lGEORGE b. BARBER,
be the dating last evening's paper a day
ter from which is not given away, but length
of the Presidential term ahead may fool some of the subscribAttorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
is sold at a rate sufficient to repay the to s.x years, with ineligibility for
ers as to the date of issue just as
Practices in the District Court and
AMERICAN AND
and to maintain the fund undi- - election. Still another reform which some of the readers are m'sled by the
EUROPEAN PLAN Supreme Courts of the Territory.
minished.
has. been the text of many proposed statements made to besmirch the terPrompt attention given to all business.
Lincoln County
Nev Mexico
"It must not lie K'li'pcsed that t'"o amendments, and which would find ritorial administration and the Repub1 xSuse of this fund alone has brought general favor, is the suggestion that lican leaders.
CATRON & CATRON,
about a transformation-omany parts power should be given the President
Clovis new has two daily papers,
of the arid region. While the govern- to veto any particular item in an apAttorneys and Counsellors-at-Law- .
Office:
Catron Block.
ment has utilized this fund in making propriation bill without his being com-- ! which is speaking pretty well fcr the hi
i
elled
to
of
it
when
executive
to
New Mexico
Fe
seat
Santa
give
county
county,
Curry
in
approval
homes
localities where otherwise
AM
the alternative of ii considered that big towns like Las
SP.
this would not have been done, private this one item
"
G. VOLNEY HOWARD,
the entire budget. There is Veg;is, Raton, Roswell and Santa Fe
91
capital has also made great advances injecting
ft
a widespread opinion in Congress
also
one
and
Counseler
Law
with
at
daily paper
support
Attorney
J. E. LACOME,
arid possibly at present five or ten
tnat
a majority and not a two- their advertising patronage. The new
Practices in all courts of Territory
times as lar?e an investment in the thirdsonly
vote should be necessary to comer is the Clovis Daily News pub.. Speaks, Spanish.
.
Is
made
corpora-by
aggregate
beiig
enact
into
lished
A. K. Curren. In fact, it is
a
law
measure
which
has
'Phone 192 Black.
Proprietor
by
tions in building irrigation works as is not received
j
Presidential sanction. An net a newcomer, for it was published
Rooms IS and 19,
Laughlin Block
invested
the
government. amendment
by
being
M.the
of the before, but finding the field loo lim-i'edate
N.
Santa
changing
Fe,
Much of this investment, however, has
Commodious Sample Iyocm
of a President to a more
returned to the weekly issue for
been made possible, or, at least, has inauguration
tbe time being. The Clovis Daily
EDWARD C. WADE,
been stimulated by the government easonable Aperiod than the fourth of
McUcn
Attorney-at-Law- .
also be expected to gain News starts in with eight pages, is Long Distance Telephone Station.
work. The fact that the national gov- universal
In ' the Supreme and Diswell
solves
Practices
and
and
while
newsy
the
printed
support;
proposiM'rimnnt Tine A oirti aA U
a i s Inl-- n r
to elect United States Senators the daily problem in a small town by
"
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
the matter has been one of the strong-- j bv the llirect vote of tlie
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Steam Heated: Electric
people would not taking the Associated Press servest
FIRST CLASS CAFE
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
aymepts appealing to capitalists if the expressions of slate legislators ice just as the Clovis Daily Journal
Room
Lighted, Every
Offices.
to do likewise.
IN
accurately reflect public opinion, be and the Estancia Daily Herald manage
CONNECTION
a Good One,
Las Cruces
to publish dailies without a teleNew Mexico
"There is no competition as between unquestionably adopted,"
;.
rrrr.. ': ";"-:graphic service,
national and private funds, "but rather
C. W. G. WARD,
FBKSS TP E EV1TOH VE DO THE BEST.
an attempt at all times on the part of: A STUDY F SPOKEN LANGUAGE,
Territorial
District Attorney.
a
on
Boston
majority
Tuesday
by
E.
Professor
to
Charles
B,
Pd..
stimulate
Hodsin,
the government
legitiFor San Miguel and Mora counties.
of 3,000 adopted a modified lorm ot
mate enterprise through obtaining of the University of Xew Mexico at
Las Vegas
New Mexico
commission government.
Under the
upon which investments might buquerque, has written and published
nominew
the
will
be
system,
mayor
be safely made and to avoid taking up in Bulletin No. 52 of the University,
W. A. FLEMING JONES,
such work as could be handled sue- - an interesting treatise on Orthoephy, nated by petition of 5,000 voters. He
AND
AMERICAN
PLAN
EUROPEAN
Bonds and Investments.
a
will
be
four
elected
term
for
of
The
cessfully by others. Looking back, it this study of spoken language.
TJ. S. Commissioner for the Third
two
but
end
can
the
of
at
years
years
now seems probable that, if the gov-- hundred page treatise is of value not
Judicial District of New Mexico.
be
by a recall election. There
ernment had not begun work in each only to the student of language, but willretired
L- - Cruces
New Mexio
be a city council of nine memen-to
also
the general reader. The
of the western states, many of the
'
Eastern and local bank references.
terms
of
the
three
bers,
expiring
now successful under private thor in his foreword says: "The
each year. By this plan it is expected
would not have been taken pose of this course has been to en-u- that
H. R. PUTNAM,
ward political influence will be
but on the other hand some of the courage an earnest study of our spoken overcome and
in.
U. S. Court Commissioner and
X"irst
Class
Sestauzant
CciiTiection.
will
b3
responsibility
'
G. LUPE HERRERA Prop,
enterprises on which the government language which might result in more centered which was impossible with
RATES 50c and up
Conveyarcer.
dormant
and
now
'
and
if
left
is
intelligent
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
agreeable speech,
engaged might,
MexicoNew
&
Fe
Santa
the large number of councilmen forOPEN
,
Night
Day
for several .years, have been entered to add to the equipment of the pros- merly elected. It is evident that east
Correspon ents asking information
pective young teachers a larger . in- and west, tbe trend of city governuiion by private capital.
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered
"The reclamation fund has been terest in presenting the most import-large- r ment is toward centralization and comTexico
New Mexico
than was expected, upwards of ant subject of reading in the grades. A mission and in due time, Santa Fe,
fifty-twmillions of dollars being avail-- writer has pointedly said that, .'God's Albuquerque, Roswell and other towns
AMERICAN PLAN $1.50
EUROPEAN PLAN 60c AND T5c
R. W. WITTMAN,
able to December, 1909, this being greatest gift to man is speech, and it will fall in line, the more progressive
'
"
SPECIAL RATES BY THE WEEK",
twice as much as was forseen. There is too solemn a thing to treat lightly. municipalities first and then the slow
Draftsman.
have been laid out systems which in- It grows out of life, out of its agonies pokes among the towns afterwards.
furnished
of records on file
Copies
volve the ultimate reclamation of sev and ecstacies, its wants and its' weari- S.
Office.
U,
General's
Surveyor
J. W. PRESTON, Proprietor.
eral million acres. Large works, whose; ness.' 'Speech is the temple in which
The evil day upon which the merMexico..
New
Santa
Fe,
chant marine cf the nation has fallen
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER fift
magnitude is such that they have been the soul is enshrined.' "
j
inFrom Part I, telling of the rather
is evident from the following editorial
..
LADIES' DINING ROOM
passed over by private and corporate
OSTEOPATHY
TZTiTix
SANTA Ft, N. M.
enterprise, have been built. In all, it teresting and ingenious theories of! in the Rocky Mountain News, which
e
may be stated that in round numbers speech origin, to Part X, explaining being Democratic opposes a ship
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
were ready for irrigation at the1 rhythm in prose the bulletin should be sidy:
"One solitary American merchant
Successfully treats acute and chronic
beginning'of the irrigation season of read carefully by teachers, speakers,
diseases without drugs or medicines.
the rresent year over 5,000 farms, writers and high and grammar school sniP passed through the Suez canal
No charge for consultation. Office:
with an aggregate acreage of 700,000 pupils. The author throws a charm' ln the 'ear 1908- - Tnis waa a little
to
uU L..o.
Hours:
No. 103 Palace avenue.
cootl
mncni.au
acres. Storage of tlood waters had arouuu uis suujeci uiai manes nis com commerce bulked large in the trade
m 12 a. m., and 2 to B d. m. 'Phone 156.
been created and in actual use to the pilation very readable.
that passed through the canal, but it
Canals
extent of a million acre-fee- t
New Mexico was' at one time called was not carried in American ships,
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
and ditches were ready for use of an
The canal passed 104 ships from this
Notary Public.
aggregate length of more, than 3,000 the granary of the southwest. It i countI
and 174 ships which had
'
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FTECONOMYHA PP1NESS

.

A few dollars savei each moctb by the ?ndustrous
wager earner or frugal Housewife mansll alth,
Wealth, Happiness and Home Comfort.

K. S.

In the gime cf life every c ollar saved is a point
scorea.

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST

CO"

SANTA FE, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,000

Superintendent

DIRECTORS

W. S. DAVIS.

FLICK, President.

G. FRANKLIN

N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. S. DAVIS. Cashiei.

R. H. HANNA

nmmt

mmnim

to Buy

J. Crandall

of

hwbwabe

WILSON RANGES
INLAID LINOLEUMS

Rs

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.

quarters at the Palace.

Adams, of Socorro, connected
with the general land office,
was
among today's neon arrivals. He is
registered at the Claire.
E. B. McArthur, of Denver, the representative of the Studehaker wagon
and buggy company, was in town yesterday a guest at the Palace.
Benigno Muniz leaves tomorrow
for San Pedro on a visit to his parents and to transact some business.
He will return. Sunday night. R. J. Taylor, A. L. Munsen and E.
L. Wadsworth, members cf a surveying party, arrived last, night from Las
Vegas registering at the Claire.

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
Assurance

JJatiaaal Life

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A

JW,

'BCRGERE. JWanaocr for New Mexico.

anta Fe,

N. M.

Catron

R. H.

Attorney

Block

Hanna

left

SOUTHEAST

Fire-Su-

(3itj &
Property)
100 Acres in the Pecos Valley, two Miles From
Roswell ;
: : : : : ; : : : : :
2000 Acres in the Rio Grande Valley.

O C WATSON
FIiods

1 All 1909 Crop

MARKET REPORT

GALLON OS ADDRESS

&,

COMPANY

II

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Nov. 5. Call money
;
Mexican
prime paper 51-2- ;
dollars 43; Amal. 85
Atch. ex div.
120; New York Central 134; Southern
Pacific 1301-8- ;
Union Pacific 203
Steel 915-8- ;
pfd. ex div. 127.
New York, Nov. 5. Ccpper dull;
standard spot and December 12
lead
easier 4.37

RAISINS,

31-24-

CESed

ISO

C&ticn Elcctk:

Santa

ITa, XT. IX- -

Hack

& Bub Line

120 SaivFrancisco St.

i

Evaporated

NOW IS THF. TIME
To have that StTIT cleaned, pressed and ut in good shape
we will do it,
ror lau wear.
Bright.
i W j will c
large
The Goldberg Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
.

PHONM

203

BLACK

208

WEST PALACE AVE

TO ..OUR DISPLAY OP

Fall Models,

PaWailailMlts

NOVELTIES

In Felts, Collars and

Handkerchiefs etc.

a Moda Millinery
Catron Block.

mfraBBBBW

LEU

IK

,AeRICOTS

& ORANGE PEEL

JHE HOME

BAKERY
EAST SIDE OF PLAZA.

"

Also pew, 1909 Crrp

7--

.

English Walnuts

I
LIVE STOCK.
'
Chicago, III, Nov. 5. Cattle Receipts;" 20,000; market steady. Beeves
$3.809.10; Texas steers $3.86i4.85

DIAMONDS

$2.504.90;

W

.

yearlings'

Qm

YONTZ

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OF

S. KAUNE

1--

Sheep Receipts 8,000;
to 10 cents higher.

NOW READY FOR BUSINESS
Order from Us direct, or chone to the Winter
Groeary or H. S. Kaune and Co, until our
phone is ia place, Ln us have your order for
reguUr goods or special order,

We Now Have E?ery Thirig
Necessary For Fruit Cake.

western steers $4.597.40; stockers
and feeders $3.005.00; cows and heif-- ,
ers $2.005.70; calves $6.258.50.
Hogs
Receipts 14,000; market 5
cents lower. Light $7.357.90; mixed
$7.408.07
heavy $7.458.12
pigs $5.607.50; bulk of sales $7.80
8.00.

&

Almonds

.

ESS

peaches

5--

GRAIN, PORK. LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, III., Nov. 5. Wheat Dec.
1013-8- ;
May 1017-8- .
Corn Dec. 581-2- ;
May 601-8l-Oats Dec. 38
May 421-25-Pork Jan. $20,071-2- ; May $19.70.
'.Lard Nov. $12.70; Jan. $11.75.
- Ribs Jan.
May'
$10.3537
$10,271-2-

Call up 132 Black far Carriaggj.;

50

your:attention

PEARS

3--

Silver

WE CORDIALLY JNVriE

PRUNES

2

CO.

a

E

Phone Black 78

CURRANTS
CITRON

1--

CORRIGK CARRIAGE

l(

lli--

a.

INSURANCE
E A L EST ATE
Ranch

FOR FULL PARTICULARS

The most complete line of f Our business has doubled
fd,ncy Goods and notions toryTln less than tvo yeirs.
be found in the
There must be a cause.Q
territory

t

--

, E

g

.'f?

,

Bonds

rety-

THE RACKET STORE.

-

VALLEY RANCH, N. M

A

ife

end 50c.

W. N. iTOWNSEND & CO.

HOTEL ACACIA

Ml h

Loans-L-

the Price 25c. 35c.

1

.

F. MILLER, Mgr.

Hose

this

for San Juan county
and
other northern points. At Aztec he
will be in attendance at the San 780 W 6th it. S,W. Cor. 6lh. & F0ps Sts
Juan county term of court.
Ijoa Ji ng-eleAttorney F. C. Wilson, Engineer
If'iit clnss fa mil v Ho--- v
Sten Lund and H.. A. Hart returned
El'KuPK A ,N ri.AN
yesterday from a hunting trip having
V
l'l"' 'Vf,'
private
i
Ail
tt, Imtlis.
outSKlu
gone to Canon Blanco and neighboring I,' ." f
r onls 1,est ventilated
points. They were not as successful
Ufe
two
tl,p
ftr C' f i ' ' h'block
from 1'ost .
in bagging game as they had expected.
i
i.. vt':y Heart of city;
.
r
t S S
t . unexceilpil for couifoi-County School Superintendent John
V. Conway and Miss Julia de Aguerro
attention ai.cl
Ha0"
- p,10"lpt
"""iirts is o U
left this afternoon for Canoncito,
motto: hot and
cold
where Miss de Azuerro will be installk
water and
steam
heat.
ed as teacher. From Cononcito, Mr.
RATES TCc day special tonus by mont
Conway will go to Ortiz to install the Washington
bt, Cur direct to door.
M. I B.iHkY. 1'iop- teacher there. He will return home
tomorrow
evening. On Monday he
will go to Cienega to install Miss
Henriquita de Aguerra as teacher.
"H. W. Maynard of Washington D.
GO.
C, chief of the precise level party of
the United States coast and geodetic
survey, which is working toward this
THE LEADING
;city over the Santa Fe, was in Albuat
querque today. The party is
Grants, Xew Mexico, and this line is
GBdGERSL
completed to a point 91 miles from
here. The work ig being advanced
about twenty miles a week, and the
party should reach Albuquerque by December 4." Albuquerque Tribune-Citizen- .
NtiW BrieJ Frail Now In

Have you visited the VAI.LKY TtAXCH tbis year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buildings have been remolded nt
great expense and offer the best of home comforts with splendid board?
Are you aware that the biprgest trout cntch on the Pecos this : ear "was
made by a Santa Fe man at VALLEY RANCH? The fishing season closts
October 15th.
Are you aware that the grouse'and quail season opens Oct. 1st., deer Oct
loth.,? All game plentiful around VALLEY' RANCH this Year,
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH" aas the best tennis court and
dancing floor in the territory.
..." IUia.stra.te3. "Paiaa.polet and. ail Xn.fbrmaat5.3n

Hoe

have b .en pushing this popular advertistd
brand for two years and our confidence is such
that we can conscientiously recommend them.

western
lambs, native
$4.5rtfi7.:r;
Kansas City, Xcv. 5. Cattle Receipts 20,000, including 200 southerns.
Market steady. Native steers $t.80
9; southern steers $3.23'! '4.75; southern cows $2.50?fj4; native cows and
heifers $2.25 5.30;
stockers and
feeders $.5.15!?
bulls $2,7513.90;
calves $3.506.50; western steers
$3.S05.40; western cows $2,7314.50.

morning

The Valley aneh

Ladies

Wa

CORNER PLAZA.

s

J- -

J

XJCivll VrJ

5lHlPQ

well my pretty P1SK HAT
ALL REATjY TO WEAR.
MISS A MUGLER.
THE MILLINERY STORE

A. K.

Cala-ad- a

j

MILLINERY

PAINTERS' SUPPLIES

CHAIRS OF ALL KINDS

&o0is

rV)

Which are You Paying For?
The Big Load or the Little Load.

LADIES

Special

The

--

-

s

MULLER

FREDERICK

C.

ft

.

WILSON HE.ATE.Pv.

J. B. LAMY

Cashiei.

W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst.

IVnwr

m

the U. S. Indian school left overland
in his auto yesterday for Cochiti.
If you have an ordinary heater you are buying the big load of soft coal
,T. S.
Gray, a Denver traveling man,
where
the small load would be sufficient fuel to produce the same
is in town selling a line of machinamount of heat in the
ery. He is quartered at the Palace.
Mrs. Ella Carnianan of Webster
City, Iowa, is in town enjoying the
sights. She is a guest at the Claire.
The celebrated Hot BlaGt Down-Draf- t
in the Wilson produces pertect
Ttrrilonal Coal Oil Inspector Mala-quiaMartinez arrived last nighf
combustion and the burnable fumes which escape in other heaters are
from Taos taking quarters at the Co-- )
consumed m the Wilson,' so that every shovelful ot coal in
onado.
the Wilson Heater will produce 40 per cent more heat than
M. .1, Casey, sergeant cf police at
the same amount of coal in other heaters.
Denver, is in town on his way to th
Pacific eoast. He is a guest at the
No one likes to waste money why throw away 40 per
Claire.
cent
0:1 every dollar you spend for fuel.
Judge H. L. Waldo arrived last
lenight from Las Vegas coming on
Santa Fe Hardware aeii
gal business. He is a guest, at the
Palace.
Supply Company
Prof. W. G. Tight, former president
of the I'niversity of New Mexico at
Albuquerque, has taken up his reside nee at Roswell.
S. 0. Hall, the hardware salesman
from Trinidad, Colorado, returned last
night from a trip north. He Is stopTHE BURSONJ HS3 at
T
ping at the Claire.
the price we( tiler them
Mateo Ltijan, assistant commisWhy not 01 der
sioner of public lands, has f.one to
cannot be duplicated
HAT
the Zuni mountains, McKinley county, your THAXKSGIVG
on official business.
NOW While the Line is YET
forvalje in this or ar;y
R. H. Jaffa, a Xew York traveling
Movie
Beaver,
man, is in town selling a line cf shoes Cimp'ete. Fur,
ciiy,
and neckties. He is making
head- and Kdlt Shares to Select from

FLICK

G. FRANKLIN

OFFICERS

a

ii

-

commercial

man, is in town 'stopping at the Palace.
I.. KjsaHn. the clothing salesman
from Denver, is in town a guest at
the Palace.
H. .1. Hicks, a Denver traveling man
was among the arrivals last night
the Palr.ee.
G. P. French, whr. travels out of Deliver, is aaion the t ravelins men registered at the Palace.
Franklin, a Denver commercial
man, was among the nocn arrivals today, stoi)iins at the Palace.
Superintendent J. W. Raynolrts of
the territorial penitentiary, was a
visitor in Las Vegas yesterday.
Theodore Ferstaml, a San Francisco
traveling man, came in on last nights
train registering at the Claire.

ONE DOLLAR will start aSAYlXG ACCOUNT
with this Dank.

I

Dialing,

PAGE FIVE.

markets-stroni-

Natives;
$4.605.90;.

'PHffi'S

8

CO.

mghtPrices

Right Goods
Right Service

MEXICAN FILIGREE

JtWcLKY

Eye$

Cut Class, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.
U,;iIB:SS;KS;lllllliiB

,etf am'

Fitted ty
Date Methods

Up-t-

SANTA FE, N. M.

Comoaof,

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect Ju!y 14, 1908.
from
Mollis

.s

1..MLY

a. m.
a. iu
10 35 a. in.
10 50 a. in
II 05 a m
11 21 a. m
11 45 a. m
12 23 p. m
12 45 p. ru.
I 30 P. m
8 50 p. ra.
it 15 p. in,
I 16 V III
55 p. in.
J5 50 p. m.
I

00

IJ

12

8 15
6 35
7 08
,. 10
7. 23
7. 45

STATIONS--

41

"

m.
in.
m.
oi.
m.

"

"

,

"
"

Connects with
6:15 p. m.
t Connect with

M.

Arr,
'

..
"

"

"

Nast
Harlan
Ute Park

N

.7

'

L.
Lv.

"
"
'

"
"

tlO 15
9 43

59

No. 124 arriving

W. Ry.

train

No. 123 leaving Dawion,

E.

P. A

ru.

p.m.
p.m.
tu.
p.

m.

'

a. m.
a. m.

a.m.

a. m.
a. m.

In Dawson, N.

M..

t:i5

.

N.

a. m.

Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. 4. S. Passenger trains arrive ani depart from Des Moines it follows:
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
Track connection with A. T. A 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C
A 8. a Des Moines, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cima 'ron, N. M., is depot V r the following points In New Mexico: Ocats,
flayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is dspct for following points In New Mexico: Arroyc
Lobo
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
Arroyo Hondo. Baldy, Black Lakes,
Red
and
Taos
River
de
Ranches
Taos,
Twining.
City,
Questa,
W. A. GORJWA
t3. J. DED Y1N,
J. van HOUTEN;

TON,

N

tres.

V.

Superintendent
R

NATURE'S CURE

Ful-jrnc-

a.m.

7 40
7 25
7 00

50
58

train

P. A a. W.

m.
m.
in.
m.

Vmlm.

47

R.

t.

p.m.
m.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

40. a.
'

U 06
1116

88
41

Lv
"
"

M.

"

Sll

20

fa,
'."

12 25
12 05

1
18
28

"
"
"
"
"

"

30
16
65
35
4 25
8 56
8 30
2 55

6
6
4
4

t18

"
"

"

2

DAILY

49
46
88
32

Lv.

"

Oilfton House Junction
Predion
Koebler
Koehler J not.
Uolfax
Uerrososo
OIMAKRON N. M.

"
"
"

88
89
94

;

.n

KAIO

(iVt
42
49
58
56
88
77

No

Raton

Ia

it
31

From

Miles

.

S
Moines.
Lv.
" Ruinal.lo,
" Oedman
" Capullu
" Vigil
", Tuompsnn
" Cunningham
Oilfton rfojse Junction

0
4
11
18
20

P. Ol.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

1909.

FOR BLOOD POISON

Pacific

I.

5,

The Peace Movement
in
the
Schools, 10:50 a. ni., Prof. J. H.
Vaughan, Agricultural College.
Palace.
Business session 11 a. m.
W. K. Smith, Antoniio; E. B.
Afternoon.
Sight seeing.
Denver; D. R. Uano, Chicago;
H. L. Waldo. Las Vegas: R. II. Jaffa,
Not only its proven ability to cure, but its absolute safety as a remedy Valley trips.
X. w York; H. .1. Hicks, Denver; E. S. has made S. S. S. the most desirable of all m3dicines for the treatment of
Evening.
Oratorical contest.
Hearing, G. P. French, Denver; J. S. Contagious Blood Poison. S. S.S. is made entirely ot roots, herbs and
barks of the forests and fields. It does not contain a particle of mercury,
Walsh, I.a Junta.
YEARS
potash or any other harmful mineral to injure the delicate parts of the LIVED FIFTY-FIVClaire.
impair the digestion, corrode and irritit? the linivis; of the stomach,
,
system,
IN THE SAME HOUSE.
Case-M.
S. C. Hal!. Trinidad;
J.
is
Nature's blood purinr,
or in any other way injure the health.
It
Denver: H. M. Reed, Las Vegas; Mrs. harmless in its action and certain in its good results.
S. S. S. removes the
Ella Carinanan, Webster City, la.; poison from the circulation, enriches the blood, and safely and surely cures Mrs. Josefa Vara de Gorzales Who
Had Claim of $150,000 Against
Theodore Ferstand, San Francisco; R Contagious Blood Poison. It builds up and strengthens the system by its
Uncle Sam Is D??d.
J. Taylor, A. L. Munson. E. L. Wads fine tonic effects and leaves the patient not only cured of the disease, but
stronger and in better health in every way. If you are suffering with
San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 5. .Mrs.
worth, Las Vegas.
an
most
S.
certain
is
honest
S.S.
Blood
Poison
reliance;
your
Contagious
Normandie.
medicine, and because of its vegetable purity, a safe treatment for any one. Josefa Vara de Gonzales, one of the
Leon We have a special book on home treatment which explains fully the differWilliams:
Arvid Erickson,
pioneers of modern San Antonio, died
Magete, Black well, Ala.; Cristobal ent stages of the disease, also suggestions that will be helpful to you in the without having had the satisfaction of
Anaya. Galisteo; Jose Hcrrera, Stark-vilole- , treatment of your case. We will be glad to send this book together with seeing the United States government
free to all who write.
honor her claim of $150,000, made by
Col.; James Dnran, Darango; any medical advice desired,
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA- - her for the loss of her husband and
J. S. Crossby, Moriarty; Eugene
Denver.
the destruction of her property during
the famous Comanche Indian raid of
Ccronado.
t
Malaquias Martinez, Taos; Ward W. ington are the Yakima valley as fol- foi at least eight weeks previous to the 1872.
Decendant came to San Antonio
Stanford, Barranca; Pat Sweeney, lows: Sunnyside, 90,000 acres, cost- date on which the papers are
Tieton, ::0,000, cost $1,500,- ted to the judges.
three years after the Battle of the
Cienega.
000; Wapato, 120.000, cost $1,500,000.
Third. The essay must be of not Alamo and saw the little frontier vilThe Okanogan will water 8,000 acres more than twenty-fivIRRIGATION IN HISTORY
hundred (2300) lage develop into a large modern city.
Other projects words.
AND AT THE PRESENT. at a cost of $300,000.
A remarkable fact is that
during 55
contemplated will add 400,000 acres
she lived in the same house.
years
We
Fourth.
recommend
that
high
area.
Ancient History Tells of Extensive to i lie state's
schools and preparatory departments
Reservoir and Canal Systems
Government projects in Idaho are
hold local contests and send the win- ONE OF A CHAIN
In Asia and Europe.
the Minedoka, 160,000 acres, costing
OF METHODIST HOSPITALS.
ners' papers to the judges.
semi-ari$4,0(10,000, and the Payett-BoisSupplying moisture to
San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 5. A hosFifth. The superintendent of puband desert lands by artificial means,
acres, completed at a cost of
was practiced by the Arabians, EgypThe latter covers the largest lic instruction will appoint three pital costing $200,000 will be erected
in the near future in this city by the
tians, Assyrians and Chinese long be- single tract under irrigation on the judges on thought and composition.
Orefore the advent of Solomon, and it continent at the present, time.
Sixth. There will be no final read- west Texas conference of Methodists.
has since formed a part of the agri- gon has the Umatilla, IS, 000 acres, ing of the papers by the contestants in A board composed of Bishop J. S. Key,
culture of the countries bordering on costing $1,000,000 and the Klamath, public in this contest, therefore, "de- Rev. John R. Nelson, Rev. J. D. Hammond and Rev. S. H. C. Burgin is now
the Mediterranean sea. The ancient extending into California,
120,000 livery" will not be considered.
art had its origin in America in pre- acres, costing $:i,600,000.
Seventh. Contestants' papers are to busy in search for a suitable site. It
historic times, by the Pueblo Indians,
The projects in Montana are the be in the hands of the judges on or be- is said that the hospital to be erected
who inhabited portions of what are Huntley, 33,000 acres, costing $900,000 fore December 15. 1909.
here is one of a chain which is ultinow New Mexico and Arizona, and the Sun river, 16,000 acres, cost $500,-mately to spread all over the country
ren-theEighth. The decision is, to be
descendants were still cultivat- - 000. and the Milk river, including the
Two of them are now in the course of
i,v
the
,.i,0fn,.0
,wh
ing th lands when the first Spanish Saint Mary, 30,000 acres, costing $1,- - WprSnhnlat,V nminrb.i Pontes tn he erection, one at St. Louis and another
came iron, me soutn, several 200,000. The Lower Yellowstone pro- coi. ni
lleld at RosweI1 durin the meetin!? of at Nashville, Tenn. They cost $1,000,-00centuries ago
and the Ten.itorial Teachers' Association,
and $200,000 respectively.
Meet, 60,000 acres, in Montana
A census today would show
fully North Dakota, will cost $2,700,000. Christmas weel- 250 000 farms in the United
.
.
States The Blackfeet will water 37,000 acres
NMh The iLpoii ui lilt, juuges is
under ditches, watering mnre thnn i
FHATEMIt SCCItTIC.v
,.v,,. ...:n !,. i.
be
to
made public and the prizes
000,000 acres of lands.
Colorado the Flathead, 130.000 acres, and Fort
awarded at. the close of the Inter- leads in the number of acres irrigat- - Peek, 75,000 acres.
MAtCNIC.
scholastic
Oratorical Contest.
has
California
the largest number
ed,
,
,
A ,
SaU dver
Tenth.
comnosiThe
the
jm
of
subject
AAA
uire vvrtbUMigiuu lias
"'feni.uio,
l,
V.o
1 u,"tt Don is to be "New Mexico
' 01,11 .wu
..:uc
Montezuma Lodge No.
m '
in th
During the
the greatest nercentne
'
m t antornia and Arizon will care tcr
11
Civil War."
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
ber cf irngalors. The science U also 100i000.
other roJect8 are the Un. Eleventh. Contestants should begin
m
ular communication
practiced
Canada, England, France,
.31"
17"
eompahgree, Colorado, 150,000 aora,,. work at once.
first Monday of eacH
South Gimlen cu
Italy, Japan the Argentine,
g 000
Ka
North
Twelfth. The two winning eassays
month
America Algeria, Australia Swltzer--j
at
MasonU
fc)W
Platte Wyoming and Nebraska
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
laud, Belgium, Denmark, Bohemia, In-- . 000; Truckee-CarsoNevada.' 20o!- - are to be read before the New Mexico
Educational Association by the secreJ. A. MASSIB.
,..,..,
It is esti-'r.,- .
ciia, Spam and Scotland.
nuuuu, uaiisuiiu aim mo liiairae, tary.
that more than 7o,000 OOo acres iuw,
Worthy Master.
Buford-TrentoNew Mexlc0, 45.000;
ALAN
are under irrigation throughout the
The following instructions to the
McCORD, Secretary.
North
40,000; Belle Fourche,
Dakota,
world.
South Dakota, 100,000;
Shoshone judges are submitted to vou in order
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
History records that the valley of Wyoming, 100,000, and
that the contestants may understand
Strawberry the
R. A. M.
March, in Arabia, was supplied with
to
be
items
considered.
Regular
water drawn from a reservoir made valley, Utah, 33,000.
to the judges of essays
Instructions
second
Monday o?
Several
millions
of acres of lands
by a dam 120 feet in height and two
on "New Mexico During the Civil
each month at Magttl
will
also
in
Calibe
covered
Montana,
miles in length. This wall was con
War."
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
structed of new-- stones and it re- fornia, Washington, Colorado, Arizona,
C.
Gentlemen:
J. CRANDALL. H. P.
In
the
marking
essays
strained the swift current of an im- Idaho, Texas, Nevada, New Mexico, presented in the Twitchell contest
ARTHUR
SELIGMAN.
it
Secretary.
as
Oklahoma,
Wyoming and Oregon
portant stream for more than 2,000 scon as
is well for all of the judges to take
the
funds
are
available.
years. Mention is also made of the
into
consideration
the following
Santa Fe Commanaery No.
More than 10,000,0u0 acres of lands
canal of the Pharaohs, connecting
1. K. T. Regular conclav
the Red sea with Pelusium. Flcod are under private plants in various points:
First. Evidence of knowledge of
fourth Monday in each
waters of the river were used to irri- - states where plans are now under
V"2352
for
rules
general
composition.
month
at Masonic Hall at
to
acres
under
5,000,000
way
put
the
me
fiaie
vanej or me Aiie centuries
Second. Strength of organization.
7:30 p. m
before, and the plains of Babylon were lit(h dlu'inS the next three years. If
Third. Choice of words.
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
with canals, these projects are carried out the
literally
Fourth. Appropriate rhetorical figHorse
Heaven
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
some of them hundreds of miles in
country, in Washington
ures.
length. The Romans also operated will contain a single tract of 600,000
Fifth. Accuracy of detail.
a
at
cost
watered
acres,
vast systems, while the Chinese supof $15,000,000.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
Of course, none of the historical
plied moisture to their rice lands by The Canadian Pacific project in the
14th degree,
Ancient and Accepted
matter
can
be
Bow
as
of
artificial means before the Christian
regarded
valley, east
Calgary, Alberta.
original, Scottish Rite of Free
Masonry meet
mit
exact
era.
upon which work started in 1904, will
copying from resources with
out due credit shall be considered as on the third Monday of each mont
Mormons settling on the shores of (over "'000,000 acres at a cost of
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
Great Salt Lake, in Utah were 000000. making it the largest single a demerit.
Masonic Hall, south side of
g
011 the continent.
The
will
tne first of the English-speakinbe
marked
with
essays
,t
Scottish Rite Masons are corRoman numerals.' The name of the
pie to make a systematic application
invited to attend.
of the principles of irrigation in the CALLS ATTENTION TO iuer nui appearing on tne manu dially
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
west. They turned the Waters cf the
HISTORICAL CONTEST, scripts. Please report grading on the
Venerable Master.
Wasatch mountain streams upon their'
basis of one hundred and make sure
HENRY
F.
STEPHENS
32,
holdings, the present site of Salt Superintendent of Public Instruction that the grades arrive at this office as
Secretary.
Lake City, mastering the art after.
Sends Out A Circular on
as
Christmas day.
.early
You will be notified in due time of
years of effort. Priests of the early!
the Matter.
8. P. O. E.
missions also made use of water on
the appointments on the committee of
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O.
the lands in southern California,'
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Fifth. The affairs and management
Fe, New Mexico; Lloyd Sigler, of
hoped he will reach every farmer in one city there were several .hundred topple over of its own weight, but the
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office at one o'clock p. m., on the
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world, by gift, grant, devise, purchase, months of its existence, or until their Company, No. 0148; and also, that I
conditions so intangible to superficial some
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length supporting the accuracy
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reis
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Highland Mary and the claims of the all descriptions, for irrigation, power, of directors shall have power to make
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his tracks, and was very Albuquerque Copper Company.
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to
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the
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of the United ton Lake Land
therein;
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relates to the number of acres of woodthe Territory of
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for
it
a
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deem
ten
Bitter
Mexico,
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southwest
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for
for
may
disappointment
copper
sites, rights
way
necessary
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at two hundred
capitalized
next
year. For instance, of Buchanan, just across the Chaves ditches, laterals, syphens, flumes, the proper management of the affairs and
the country. The farm operations will many cities
thousand dollars, divided infifty
stand-pipepipe-lineof
deare
this
Los
and
line.
Seattle
each
and
county
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Angeles
subject, however,
cover the calendar year, 1909, while
e
thousand shares of the
other water systems of all descrip- to alteration, or repeal by the stock- to twenty-fivCash Entry Mine The
the stock on hand, practically an in- termined to be written down by the
of ten dollars per share, this
value
par
holders,
to
disand
second
13th
census
j
the
as
annual
tions,
colonize,
improve,
city
Company scuth of Santa
ventory of farm wealth, will be as of on the Pacific
is signed,
Sixth. The location of the principal certificate of
coast, and they have Fe and north of Cerrillos, has spent pose of, and develop the same; to
April 15, 1910.
been booming themselves for all they ?200,000 on new machinery, buildings likewise acquire, hold, encumber, dis- office of this corporation in the Terri- and executed by each of us in compliance with the laws of said Territory,
There probably will be some women are worth. Their race is only one of and
development work and has uncov- pose cf, plat, colonize, and improve, tory of New Mexico shall be in the and we
enumerators, more especially in those dozens that are now going on. Buffalo ered a large body of
town
hereby severally declare that
townsites
and
and
of
Fe
in
Santa
city
said
property,
city
ere.
Territory, and there shall
be no stockholders' liabilstates where women have the right of is
construct
residences
and
business Miguel A. Otero residing at said prinworking hard to advance, and Hous- It is proposed to increase the capacity
suffrage. It is hardly probably, how- ton and San Antonio are having a of the mill from 250 to 400 tons a day. houses thereon, and operate and carry cipal office is appointed and hereby ity on account of any stock issued by
ever, that the number of women enum- great race for
in Texas. It is Two of the old shafts are being oper- on mercantile and manufacturing en- designated as the agent of said cor-- , said corporation.
In Witness Whereof, we have severators will amount to as much as the common primacy of census au- ated. The three shafts are
200, 300 terprises; to likewise acquire, hold, poration, upon whom process against
experience
1
erally hereunto set our hands anl
per cent of the wohle. In the Okla- thorities that when the show down and 685 feet deep. A short time ago encumber, or dispose cf, construct, said corporation may be served.
water-workhoma census a few women were em- comes
Seventh. The names and postoffice seals this 13th day of October, 1909.
very few cities are able to live four miners working one shift took operate and maintain and
electric addresses of tne incorporators of this (Signed):
power, gas,
ployed, and they made a good record up to their claims of population. Some out ninety tons of ore 12 per cent lead sewers
steam and other railways, incorporation, and the number of
MIGUEL A. OTERO, (Seal.)
for their sex. Of course, it is only the of them, however,
recognizing the and 8 per cent zinc. For breaking light plants,
of
all
LLOYD SIGLER, (Seal.)
woman
shares
of
descripstock
manufacturing
plants
that
stands any danger of exaggerated claims, have down there are 4,000 tons blocked out.
subscribed for by each
exceptional
car
are
as
IRVING B. MELVILLE, (Seal.)
cars,
tions,
follows:
equipshow of appointment, so that it is litshops,
depots,
On
the
is
the
Rabbi
property
shaft,
stopped setting their figures above the
JAMES W. RAYNOLDS. (Seal.)
tle wonder those who were appointed census m?.rk.
which is 100 feet deep and shows ore ments, telegraph and telephone lines
Miguel A. Otero, cf Santa Fe, New
'
GEO. W. PRICHARD, (Seal.)
made fine records.
of a value cf $20 a ton. The vein which may be necessary or incidental Mexico, one thousand shares.
Will Cost $4,000,000.
to the proper management or conduct
14 feet in width.
runs
Lloyd Sigler of Salt Lake City, Utah, Territory of New Mexico, County of
to
from
six
Careful tab will be kept on every
It is estimated that the actual cost
of the company's business; to borrow twenty-fiv- e
hundred shares.
Santa Fe, ss:
enumerator's work all the time he is of enumeration or gathering the data
money for any of the purposes above
Before me, a notary public within
George W. Prichard of Santa Fe,
in the field. He will be supplied with will be in the neighborhood of $4,000,-000- . DIVORCED WIFE OF SCULPTOR
notes, New Mexico, one share.
and for the county and Territory aforeTO MARRY FAMOUS ARTIST. set forth, to execute bends,
two cards for every day's work. Each
At the last census the average
and
other
evidences
of inJames W. Raynolds of Santa Fe, said, personally appeared Miguel A.
mortgages,
New
5.
Nov.
Haven,
Conn.,
Prepahe
fill
will
one
them
forward
out,
night
to
the same, and New Mexico, one share.
pay for each enumerator was about
Otero, Lloyd Sigler, Irving B. Melville,
rations for the marriage of Mrs. Fred- debtedness to dosecure
to the supervisor of his district, and
all
generally
necessary
things
Irving B. Melville of Denver, Colo- George W. Prichard and James W.
erick M. MacMonnies, the former wife
the other tp the census office in Washfor the proper conduct of the business rado, twenty-fiv- e
hundred shares,'
who are personally known
of the sculptor, to "Will H. Low, the of
ington. He must give a list of the
said corporation; to likewise ac- aggregate total so subscribed is six Raynolds,
to
me
to
be
who
the idential
were
Fredannounced
here
artist,
he
by
has visited, the number of
places
quire in the Territory of New Mexico, thousand and two shares, which at are described in and who persons
executed the
erick Fairchild, who is an uncle of hold, encumber
or dispose of, water ten dc"ars per share amounts to six-people he has enumerated In short, a
certificate of
Mrs. MacMonnies.
general history of his day's work.
and water rights, and in the same ty thousand and twenty dollars, the1 foregoing
who being by me first duly sworn
Each office will carefully check his
manner, in said Territory, acquire, amount of capital with which this! and
Certificate of Comparison.
severally acknowledged that they sevcards, and if there is the slightest' Stomach trouble Is but a symptom of, and not
hold, encumber, or dispose of, con- company begins business.
of Dyspepsia,
erally executed the said instrument of
Territory of New Mexico.
reason to suspect that he is not doing In itself a true disease. We asthink
reser-and
In
struct,
witness
we
j
hereoperate,
maintain,
have
whereof,
real diseases, yet
and Indigestion
Heartburn,
Office
of
the
Secretary.
his work properly and exactly, he will they are symptoms only of a certain specific
voirs, canals, ditches, laterals, sy- unto severally affixed our hands and writing as their individual free act and
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the phons flumes, pipe-linesickness nothing lse.
be asked to explain. His final report Nerve
and other seals, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this deed.
It was this fact that first correctly led Dr. Shoop
New
of
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
do
(Signed)
Mexico,
Territory
hereby
for
reclamation
of desert 13th day of October, A. D., 1909.
must balance exactly with the sum of In the creation of that now very popular Stomach
the
systems
Br. Snoop's Restorative. Going direct certify that there was filed for rec- lands
for
i Remedy
domestic
and
Notary Public.
his daily reports.
A.
and
purMIGUEL
power
OTERO,
(Seal)
to the stomach nerves, alone brought that success ord in this office at cne o'clock
p. m., poses, in accordance with the proviSeal.)
(Notarial
and favor to Dr. Shoop and his Restorative. WithLLOYD SIGLER,
(Seal)
Daily Report System.
out that original and highly vital principle, no on the thirteenth day of October, A. sions of an Act of the Thirty-eightMy commission expires Jan'y 24,
IRVING B. MELVILLE, (Seal)
Up to the census of 1880 it was re- - uch lasting accomplishments were ever to be had. D., 1909, Articles of
of Legislative Assembly of the Territory
1913.
stomach
bad
For
distress,
biliousness,
Incorporation
bloating,
GEO.
W.
PRICHARD,
(Seal)
- quired that all the returns of popula- breath and sallow complexion, try Dr. Shoop' Urton
Lake, Land and Water Company of New Mexico, accepting from the
Endorsed:
JAMES W. RAYNOLDS, (Seal)
Tablets or Liquid and see for your-eetion be posted at. some conspicuous Restorative
No.
comand
6147,
'
also, that I have
what it can and will do. We sell and cheer-fullUnited States the benefits of the Act Territory of New Mexico,
No. 6148,
in
the
so
recommend
enumeration
district
place
pared the following copy of the same of Congress relating to desert lands, ' County of Santa Fe. ss.
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 16,
that every person interested could
with the original thereof now on file,
of
Before me, a notary public, within Cert, of Stockholders
approved August IS, 1894, and the
make sure that there was no padding-oand declare it to be a correct trans-scri- Acts
and provid- and for the county and Territory Urton Lake, Land and Water Comthereof,
amendatory
lists and no omissions. Since that
therefrom and of the whole ing for the irrigation, reclamation, oc- aforesaid nersnnnllv armoarprt
pany, filed in office of Secretary of
time the daily report system has been
thereof!
and disposal of the same; A. Otero, Lloyd Sigler, Irving B. Mel- New Mexico, Oct. 13, 1909, 1 p. m.
cupation,
In vogue, and has largely served the
Given under my hand and the Great to likewise
NATHAN JAFFA,
acquire in said Territory, ville, George W. Prichard, and James j
same purpose, at the same time greatSeal of the Territory of New Mexico, hold, encumber, or otherwise
W. Raynolds, who are personally I
dispose
'
Secretary.
STRIPLING-BURORW& CO.
at .the city of Santa. Fe, the Capital, of, construct,' operate and maintain known to me to be the identical per- ly reducing the expense of the work.
Compared C. F. K. to O.
On the
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These are a Baltimore Oyster Packed and Sealed
in Bihiuiore, no ice, water or dirt of any kind ever
touches theai and at thts same time all the original
tl'ivor is retainei, aad they only cost a trifle more
than those thatcone in balk
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line of
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Issued Marriage License The pro-Store. Nathan Salmon is offerin-bar- -1
hate
clerk, George. W. Armijo has is-- ,
gains in shoes and clothing that can
license to James
not heln interesting everyone.' The'sll,'(1 a marriage
Nellie Schaffer,
and
29,
aged
Mainetti,
line is thoroughlyand is
18both varttes of Madrid.
bound to please.' A call at the
Dance Last Evening The dance by
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at
the
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splendid display
on hand. Besides the bargains offered public library last evening was well
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HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY
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"OUR WORK IS BEST"
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Our Specialty
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Good Work and Prompt Service:
Santa Fe
Pnorte 122 Rd
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Every Suit or Overcoat
we seii we will give

a Stetson $519 Hat or
nn snnw
Ompnran flpntlPiTiQn

Free cf

This Hat is Free with every suit

Charge.
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THIS OFFER APPLIES TO CASH PURCHASES ONLY

We ask every eye in this community to look
at our store as Eastern methods will be adapted in the wayof doing business in this establishment. We expect to sell dozens of suits
during this Sale.

earlyandget
your choice
Copyright Hart Schafiher

Sc

Man

NATHAN SALMON

Sf

This Shoe is Free with every suit

